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            Aurora® - Miyoni® Tots - 5.5" Ameraucana Chick
Bring the essence of a cozy barnyard into your home with the Ameraucana Chick plush from Miyoni Tots. This lovable chick is incredibly soft and lifelike, perfect for snuggling or as a cheerful addition to any room. Its bright eyes and fluffy appearance capture...
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Miyoni Tots: Cuddle the Cutest Baby AnimalsDelve into the adorable world of Miyoni Tots, a captivating and adorable line of plush animals capturing the endearing qualities of baby animals in the signature style of the beloved Miyoni collection. Each Miyoni Tot plush is meticulously...
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          Established in 1981, Aurora® is a global leader in plush toys and high-quality gift products, and a respected leader in the character and content industry. Aurora® offers an extensive range of branded and licensed products for children and adults.
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